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Francesca Di Blasio

We Are Going by Oodgeroo Noonuccal. Aboriginal Epos, Australian History, Universal 
Poetry*

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0

Abstract I:

Abstract II: The first collection of poetry by an boriginal author, odgeroo Noonuccal, 
as published in  by acaranda Press. We Are Going embodies ey fea-

tures of boriginal literature and can be interpreted as an boriginal epos as 
ell as a document in ustralian history. Individual stories often painfully 

interface ith the macro-history of hite policies to ards Indigenous people. 
This poetical remembering of a recent and traumatic past becomes a form of 
recovery from trauma itself, since odgeroo’s poetics preserve the memory 
of a much older past, the one of pre-invasion Indigenous culture. This paper 
aims at analysing odgeroo’s poems in this perspective, by focussing on both 
their epical and historical features, hile eeping in mind their specificity as 
artistic, literary, and poetic te ts. The e perience of translating We Are Going 
for its first Italian edition ( odgeroo ) has been greatly instrumental in 
coming to terms ith the richness and significance of the poems. 

We Are Going di odgeroo Noonuccal esce per acaranda Press nel  ed  
la prima raccolta di poesie con autorialità aborigena mai pubblicata. Il testo  
interpretabile sia come epos aborigeno che come documento di storia austra-
liana, e in esso le storie dei singoli individui si intrecciano dolorosamente con 
la macrostoria delle politiche egemoniche bianche nei confronti degli indigeni. 
L’elabora ione poetica del recente passato traumatico, collettivo e soggettivo, 
diventa una forma di superamento del trauma stesso gra ie all’evoca ione di 
un passato molto pi  antico, uello della cultura indigena precedente all’inva-
sione. Il seguente lavoro anali a le poesie di odgeroo in uesta prospettiva, 
tenendo presente la loro specificità come testi artistici, letterari e poetici. L’espe-
rien a di tradurre We Are Going per la sua prima edi ione italiana ( odgeroo 

)  stata una via privilegiata di avvicinamento al testo e ai suoi significati.

In , a collection of poetry ritten by an boriginal author, We Are Going by odgeroo 
Noonuccal ( ), as published by acaranda Press, under the auspices of a foresightful 
udith right. odgeroo ( - ) as both the first boriginal oman, and the first 
boriginal poet, to publish a boo  of verse. t the time, odgeroo’s name as ath al er, 

 This paper as a arded the ND  Pri e for the best npublished ritical Essay  in eptember .
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and We Are Going proved to be a great commercial success, brea ing the Great ustralian 
ilence on the Indigenous uestion. al er as an activist for boriginal rights and land 

rights, and her artistic production, spanning the period from the s to the s1, as 
al ays intert ined ith political issues. It is protest poetry, and undoubtedly a form of 
literature of identity’. 

odgeroo’s poetry is part of a process that ma es memory alive through riting, and 
pro ects that very memory into the future. er te ts echo the ancient fables of identity’, 
as they could be defined in a estern perspective, and act as border-crossings and hybrid 
forms of riting (Di lasio , b, )  they sustain the potential of the future to un-
fold, through representations of the past. These poems of dispossession and reorientation 
interrogate the style of the dominant (and domineering) hite establishment (Mitchell ) 
and pose, among many others, the follo ing pressing uestions: hat does it mean to be a 
foreigner in one’s o n land  o  can an identity suspended bet een past and present be 
re-articulated  ill artistic creativity dare to give voice to this suspended identity, and thus 
shape prospective changes  These te ts also raise challenges for the future, since they invite 
discussion of seminal issues, such as: the need to preserve cultures that are under the threat 
of disappearance  the meaning of minor’ literature and culture in the Deleu ean sense of 
the term (Deleu e  Guattari )  confrontation ith forms of otherness’  the preserva-
tion or transformation of individual cultures in multicultural societies ( ohn  Mc ride 

), social and cultural hybridisation.
odgeroo’s collection is a form of memory in many ays. It often eaves in hegem-

onic and official ustralian history, and individual stories interface, usually in a painful 
ay, ith the macro-history of hite policies to ards Indigenous people (Di lasio ) . 
longside this form of memory, centered on a recent, traumatic past, and also a form of 

recovery from trauma itself, odgeroo’s poems preserve the memory of an older past, the 
past of pre-invasion Indigenous culture ( ssmann ). This pre-colonial memory, hich 
can be defined as epic’ memory, has been severely compromised by colonial policies, and 
yet it still survives, giving shape to the Indigenous Weltanschauung in many ays.  special 
dialectic originates in this to and fro movement bet een past and present: the remembrance 
of the past stimulates a searching attitude to ards the future, and vice versa, in a dynamic 
relationship bet een memory and longing (Di lasio ), beautifully e pounded in the 
central poem that gives the title to the collection, a te t hich e come to and analyse in the 
pages that follo .

odgeroo’s poems ill be e plored from a critical perspective focused on their epi-
cal and historical features, bearing in mind their specificity as artistic, literary, and poetic 

ritings. The e perience of translating We Are Going for its first Italian edition  (Di lasio  
anoletti b) has been one important mode of access to the te t. The intimate and cal-

ligraphic’, i.e. minutely detailed e perience of translating a te t from one language to anoth-

1 ee also odgeroo al er ,  and .
  n the relation bet een literature, history, and cultural memory see: ayden hite ( , ), Paul 

Ricoeur ( ), atherine Gallagher  tephen Greenblatt ( ), ngela Locatelli ( ). 
  ll poems are uoted from this edition.
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er, and of ma ing it accessible from one culture to another, has proven e tremely productive 
for a deeper understanding of this seminal collection. The need to deal ith every single 
word articulating a world of trauma has been a comple  and precious tas  for the translator. 
The many important issues to be faced related to struggle, recovery, protest, hope, political 
positioning, reinvented and regenerated identity, cultural memory, epos, negotiation, resil-
ience, a foreshado ing of the future and a reconstruction of the past. To translate has meant 
to no , to no  again, to no  better, and of course also to share, ith ne  readers and 

ith students, the beauty of odgeroo’s poetry and the value of the cultural memory hich 
is part and parcel of it. 

The poems analysed here are mostly concerned ith the recollection of a far a ay cul-
tural past, hich is made alive again precisely by being evo ed in and through poetry. The 
selection of less overtly political te ts, in hich a lyrical tone prevails, illustrates in a very 
e ective ay the po er of literature to represent its sub ects in an empathetic , and emo-
tionally involving ay, hich is able to provide readers ith a special and e ective form of 

no ledge .
The first poem to be discussed is Then and Now, hich is built around the dialectic 

movement bet een past and present outlined above: 

1 In my dreams I hear my tribe
 Laughing as they hunt and s im, 
 ut dreams are shuttered by rushing car,
 y grinding tram and hissing train,
 nd I see no more my tribe of old
 s I al  alone in the teeming to n.

1 I have seen corroboree
 here that factory belches smo e
 ere here they have memorial par
 ne time old lubras dug for yams
 ne time our dar  children played 
 There here the rail ay yards are no ,
 nd here I remember the didgeridoo 
 alling to us to dance and play,

  n literature and empathy in the ustralian conte t see Riem ( ). n literature and emotions see also 
arroll  Gibson ( ).

  The history of the critical reception of odgeroo’s poetry is highly controversial. hen the boo  as pub-
lished, several critics belittled odgeroo’s poems, udging them as impoetic  (see, for e ample, the revie s 
by ndre  Taylor for the Australian Book Review, and by Leon antrell for Poetry Magazine). The political 
significance of odgeroo’s poetry is recognised as a value beginning ith the readings of Roberta y es and 

olin ohnson Mudrooroo Narogin. In order to define this ind of poetry, the latter coined the term poet-
emics , hich fuses the idea of poetry ith that of political denunciation (poetics and polemics). In more re-
cent times, dam hoema er ( ) points out again ho  the value of odgeroo’s poetry resides precisely in 
its being political, and politically passionate. ere, the readability of these te ts as poetry  is highlighted. 
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9 ffices no , neon lights no ,
 an  and shop and advertisement no ,

11 Traffic and trade of the busy to n.
 No more oomera, no more boomerang,
 No more playabout, no more the old ays.
 hildren of nature e ere then, 
 No cloc s hurrying cro ds to toil. 
 No  I am civili ed and or  in the hite ay,
 No  I have dress, no  I have shoes:
 Isn’t she luc y to have a good ob

19 etter hen I had only a dillybag.
 etter hen I had nothing but happiness ( odgeroo : ).

t first glance, the theme of loss seems central to this poem, since the happy, almost 
edenic recollections of the past sharply collide ith the representation of an industrialised 
and alienating present.  series of images in the poem provides the reconstruction of a 

hole orld and of a specific lebensform hich is evo ed in: the tribe (l. ), the corroboree (l. 
), the didgeridoo (l. ). These symbolic ob ects spea  of the life of a community destroyed 

by hite civilisation’, but riting ma es that very life present and clearly desired, because 
still dreamt of (l. ), albeit not visible, given the interfering presence of the offices  and 
neon lights  (l. ), and not audible, given the hissing of the train and the rushing of the 

car (ll. - ). This narrative strategy of memory is even more evident in the preterition that 
opens the last stan a of the poem (ll. - ), hich emphasises the use of boriginal ords, 
or ords in boriginal English: corroborree  (l. ), lubras  (l. ), didgeridoo  (l. ), 

oomera , boomerang  (l. ), playabout  (l. ), dillybag  (l. ), disclosing a hole 
orld ( rath aite ). In fact, hat e have here is a mimesis of re-creation in absence, 

and the derogatory connotations of the signs of hite presence hich run throughout the 
poem increase the sense of longing for another past, as ell as for another future. 

It is orth noticing that the ord dream , used in the first stan a, is not a neutral term 
in Indigenous culture and in boriginal English. In its s etchy and undi erentiated version 
it could be considered a hite invention’  still, the very ord Dreamtime  is often appro-
priated and refunctionalised in Indigenous literature as a mar  of identity. lthough the 
meaning of this loaded term has often undergone a process of oversimplification imposed 
by the homogeni ing estern vie  on boriginal culture, a culture hich is far from being 
a univocal reality, this mythical past of reation, the time evo ed by traditional stories, is 
often present in odgeroo’s production. In Indigenous contemporary literature, traditional 
stories are usually not e plicitly mentioned, or openly told, either because most of them be-
long to a given community, or because they are a sacred form of no ledge hich re uires 
belonging in order to be communicated and received. It is in the corroborees, i.e. in the sacred 
ceremonies, that they can be narrated to the community itself, as people from the outside are 
not permitted to participate or atch. 

 sense of this e clusion of all alien ga e animates the follo ing poem, hich depicts 
the scene of a corroboree, as anticipated by its very title:
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Corroboree
1 ot day dies, coo  time comes.

 No  bet een the sunset and the sleep-time
 Time of playabout.
 The hunters paint blac  bodies by firelight ith designs of meaning
 To dance corroboree.
 No  didgeridoo compels ith haunting drone eager feet to stamp,
 lic -stic s clic  in rhythm to s aying bodies 
 Li e spirit things in from the great surrounding dar

9 Ghost-gums dimly seen stand at the edge of light
 atching corroboree.

11 Eerie the scene in leaping firelight,
 Eerie the sounds in that ild setting,
 s na ed dancers eave stories of the tribe
 Into corroboree ( odgeroo : ).

The nocturnal setting of the poem enhances the sense of mystery of the hole scene for 
the reader, hile, in contrast, the protagonists e perience progressively stronger involve-
ment in the ceremonial event, as emphasised at the end of each stan a. The use of epistrophe 
creates a clima  in the chronological se uence, starting ith the planning of the ceremony 
(ll. - ) and ending ith full participation in it (l. ). Narration itself ac uires a strong phys-
ical connotation ( hich re-actualises the sense of storytelling in boriginal oral literature)  
through the image of the designs of meaning  (l. ) depicted on the dancers’ na ed bodies 
as they eave  the stories of the tribe (l. ). Reticence to disclose the actual content of 
these stories enhances the potential of their significance by opening up the interpretive pro-
cess in di erent directions. ince the common reader  is forbidden to no  these stories 
directly, her curiosity is tic led and s he is led to e plore a variety of di erent hypotheses 
regarding their nature, plots and topics. This strategy sustains another form of desire: the 
desire for interpretation, fuelled, in this case, mostly by memory and its literary forms.

In the eponymous We Are Going, di erent chronological levels merge in the use of the 
present tense hile the narrative itself concentrates on a past life. This rhetorical strategy 
clima es in the stri ing assertion of line , e are the past . The spea ing voice in the 
poem identifies ith the past, and suggests that it can recreate that past in the present, albeit 
temporarily:

1 They came into the little to n
  semi-na ed band subdued and silent,
 ll that remained of their tribe.
 They came here to the place of their old bora ground
 here no  the many hite men hurry about li e ants.
 Notice of estate agent reads: Rubbish May e Tipped ere .

  n the relation bet een literature and orality see arlson, Fagan  hanen o ( ).
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 No  it half covers the traces of the old bora ring.
 They sit and are confused, they cannot say their thoughts:

9 e are as strangers here no , but the hite tribe are the strangers.
 e belong here, e are of the old ays.

11 e are the corroboree and the bora ground,
 e are the old sacred ceremonies, the la s of the elders.
 e are the onder tales of Dream Time, the tribal legends told.
 e are the past, the hunts and the laughing games, the andering camp fire.
 e are the lightning-bolt over Gaphembah ill
 uic  and terrible,
 nd the Thunder after him, that loud fello .
 e are the uiet daybrea  paling the dar  lagoon.

19 e are the shado -ghosts creeping bac  as the camp fires burn lo .
 e are nature and the past, all the old ays
 Gone no  and scattered.
 The scrubs are gone, the hunting and the laughter.
 The eagle is gone, the emu and the angaroo are gone from this place.
 The bora ring is gone.
 The corroboree is gone.
 nd e are going ( odgeroo : ).

naphora ( e are  ll. - ) obsessively reaffirms a remembered communal identi-
ty  isocolon reinforces the centrality of the parallels bet een past and present, humans and 
landscape. o ever, in the closing line the progressive verbal form, e are going , implies 
a t ofold meaning: both permanence and annihilation, resilience and destruction. It is an am-
bivalent concluding line, one that can turn upside do n the commonsensical significance of 
the poem, if ta en merely as a celebration of identity. e are going  here may in fact refer to 
the progressive ending of a culture and of a community ( e are disappearing together ith 
all the old ays’, the scrubs’ and animals’ ), but it may also refer to the sense of a move-

ment onwards: e are moving further, e eep on moving to ards the future against all 
odds . The last line recaptures the anaphoric structure of the poem, and in so doing it seems 
to recover a sense of identity precisely from the previous assertions and their recollection of a 
long gone past. Memory guarantees continuity in absence. In evo ing the past, the symbolic 
connotations of the images are al ays at or , for e ample in the mythical, circular time the-
mati ed in the central part of the poem. It is a time that runs from daybrea  (l. ) up to the 
nighttime camp fires (l. ) and it ma es up one hole day, naturally (l. ) calling for another. 

 subtle interplay of memory and pro ection into the future is to be found in Dawn 
Wail for the Dead, a poem of nostalgic commemoration, a dirge (ll. - ), but also a te t the-
matising the need to build a ne  beginning (ll. - ) on the verge of an ending (l. ), and 
isotopically referring to both the end of the ritual and the end of the poem itself:

1 Dim light of daybrea  no
 Faintly over the sleeping camp.
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 ld lubra first to a e remembers:
 First thing every da n
 Remember the dead, cry for them.
 oftly at first her ail begins,
 ne by one as they a e and hear
 oin in the cry, and the hole camp

9 ails for the dead, the poor dead
 Gone from here to the Dar  Place:

11 They are remembered.
 Then it is over, life no ,
 Fires lit, laughter no ,
 nd a ne  day calling ( odgeroo : ).

Mourning is the theme of this poem, but from the collective remembrance and celebra-
tion of the dead, a cathartic epic song originates, a song that is able to heal and regenerate, 
and to give hope for the future, for the ne  day calling  (l. ). 

In a subse uent collection entitled The Dawn is at Hand, published in , the poem 
The Past reads: 

1 Let no one say the past is dead.
 The past is all about us and ithin.
 aunted by tribal memories, I no
 This little no , this accidental present
 Is not all of me, hose long ma ing
 Is so much of the past.
 Tonight here in uburbia as I sit
 In easy chair before electric heater,

9 armed by the red glo , I fall into dream:
 I am a ay

11 t the camp fire in the bush, among
 My o n people, sitting on the ground.
 No alls about me,
 The stars over me,
 The tall surrounding trees that stir in the ind
 Ma ing their o n music.
 oft cries of the night coming to us, there
 here e are one ith all old Nature’s lives

19 no n and un no n,
 In scenes here e belong but have no  forsa en.
 Deep chair and electric radiator
 re but since yesterday.
 ut a thousand thousand camp fires in the forest
 re in my blood.
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 Let none tell me the past is holly gone.
 No  is so small a part of time, so small a part
 f all the race years that have moulded me ( odgeroo al er : ).

odgeroo’s lyrical voice is peremptorily clear in the opening section of the poem, sum-
moning the readers to share a vision of a past hich is not, by any means, gone for good. 
In these very intense opening lines, it is the present that has to be uestioned and circum-
scribed to a little no  (l. ). The present is ust a splinter of time’ compared to the much 
longer process of past ages, continually forging the poet’s identity from a tenaciously per-
sisting past. This process is ongoing and the past still gives shape to the sub ect and her 
relation to a comple  form of both individual and cultural memory. 

The poem goes on, describing the poet in her current, urbanised conte t. The appar-
ently co y atmosphere of an intimate, domestic scene heated by an electric radiator soon e -
pands into the dream of une tinguished camp fires and of a communal life hich still gives 
full substance to the poet’s contemporary identity.

The past articulated in this and in many other poems has the po er of inhabiting the 
present. This is its main feature: it is a progressive past’ (Di lasio a), in the positive 
sense in hich a cultural rebirth is made possible after the traumatic e perience of material 
and spiritual e propriation. odgeroo’s past is not nostalgically sentimental, rather, it is a 
living and pulsing source constantly regenerating Indigenous e istence. 
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